
IN THE COURT OF ADDL. DIST. & SESSIONS JUDGE

HOJAI, SANKARDEV NAGAR

Sessions case No- 209/15

State of Assam- Complainant 

Vs

Sarukh Ahmed Bhuyan – Accused person

Present :Sri M. Kalita , A.J.S.

Addl. Dist. & Sessions Judge

Hojai, Sankardev Nagar.

Ld. Advocate for the accused : Md. A.B.M. Siddique & 

                                            Md. S.U.Ahmed. 

Ld. advocate for the State : Mr. R. Roy , Addl. P.P. 

Evidence  recorded on : 9/9/15. 

Argument heard on : 9/9/15. 

Judgment delivered on : 9/9/15

                                              Judgment 

1.                                           Briefly  the  prosecution case was  that 

informant Md. Abdul Hasim S/O Late Abed Ali   R/O Dimrupar  under 

Hojai  P/S  lodged  the  written ejahar against  the accused Sarukh 

Ahmed before  Hojai  P.S. on 16/3/14  stating interalia  that  on 14/3/14 

at  about  4-30 p.m.  his  minor  daughter  the victim  aged  about 15 

years  had  gone for  marketing  and during her   returned  journey  the 

accused   in association  with  2/3  persons  forcibly  kidnapped  her 

with  the help  of  one Alto vehicle . After  enquiry  informant  came to 

know about  the  incident . So  the  informant  prayed  police  for 

taking  necessary  action . On the basis of aforesaid  ejahar  police 

registered  the case  U/S 342/366(A)/34 I.P.C.  Police  investigated   the 

case .  During the period of investigation I/O   arrested  the  accused 

and forwarded him to jail .   The  victim  was recovered  and she was 

medically  examined . Her statement was recorded  U/S 164 Cr.P.C. . 

And after  completion  of  investigation the I/O  submitted  the charge 

sheet against the accused  U/S 366 (A)  I.P.C.
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                                  After  appearance of  accused   the case was 

committed  by  Ld.  Lower Court   as the  offences were exclusively 

triable by  the Court of Sessions after furnishing  the  copies . So  the 

case was taken up  for trial  by  this Court  .  

2.                                        After  perusing the  case diary and case  

record  and after  hearing both  the sides  the charge    was framed 

U/S 366 (A)  I.P.C.  Then the content of  charge  was  read over  and 

explained to the accused to which  the accused pleaded not guilty  and 

claimed to be tried.  During  the trial  the  prosecution has examined 

two P.W.s  including  the informant and the victim  to establish the 

charge . The  accused has been  dispensed with  for  recording his 

statement  U/S 313 Cr.P.C.   The defence plea  is  to  total  denial . And 

on closed of the trial  the judgment is  delivered .

3.                                           Point for determination of the case : 

                  (i) Whether  the  accused person  kidnapped (abducted) 

the  victim  with   intent   to  marry  her   forcefully   at  the  time   of 

occurrence ? 

                     Discussion  decision and reasons for decision   

4.                                        As reflected in the case record  the  

prosecution’s allegation is that  the victim was the minor and she  was 

kidnapped by  the accused  with intend to forcefully  marry  her . On 

the other hand  the defence  version  is to total denial . The defence 

plea is that  the accused  never abducted or  kidnapped  the victim . 

Rather   the   victim  willingly  left  with   the  accused   as  she   had 

developed love affair with  the  accused.  So  in view of  above position 

of fact    I like to  briefly discuss   the evidence of P.W.s  to decide 

whether  the prosecution  is  able to prove  the charge levelled  against 

the accused.                  

5.                                             P.W.1, the  informant  Abdul Hasim  has 

stated that  as her  daughter  was found  missing  at  his  residence so, 

he  lodged  the ejahar   against   the accused for  kidnapping  her 

daughter.  Then police recovered  the  victim and  handed over  the 

victim to him .  
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6.                                            In     the   cross-examination     the  

informant  has   admitted  that   as   her   daughter   eloped with  the 

accused  so  she  has no grievance against  the accused. He came to 

realized that the  ejahar was lodged on misunderstanding .  

7.                                           P.W.2  the victim  has  stated that she  

went  with  accused to a  friend house of  accused .  But   her   father 

lodged  the ejahar  on misunderstanding . Though  her statement  was 

recorded by the magistrate  but  the facts  stated in her  statement is 

not true because  she  had  stated  the said facts as dictated by police 

and others  .  She  has  proved  the statement  as  Ext-2 and  her 

signature as Ext-2(1) and Ext-2(2) .

8.                                         In   the   cross-examination     P.W.2     has  

also  admitted  that   the  ejahar   was  lodged   by   her  father  on 

misunderstanding. Because she went with the accused willingly .

9.                                       So   from   the  above discussion of 

evidence of  P.W.s  it is  found  that  both the P.W.s have  failed to 

state   the implicating material  against   the accused .  Rather   they 

have  stated that  the ejahar  was lodged  only  on misunderstanding . 

As per  statement  of the victim  it  is  found  that  the  victim  eloped 

with  the  accused. As per medical report  her age is 17 to 18 years . So 

such fact  shows  that  the accused  had  no criminal  intention . So 

considering  such revelation  made by  P.W.1 and P.W.2  who  are  vital  

witnesses of the  case . I find  that  prosecution has  totally  failed to 

establish  the charge levelled against  the accused for  committing 

kidnapping or abduction. No any evidence  is there in the  case  record 

to prove  the ingredient of offence U/S 366(A) I.P.C.  So accused is 

entitled to acquittal for insufficient evidence  against  him. 

ORDER

10.                                       As the prosecution  has  failed to  prove  

the  case  with substantive  evidence , so  accused is acquitted and set 

at  liberty forthwith . 

11.                                    The bail  bond of the accused is   discharged  

from the  case .
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12.                                     Let   the  copy  of  judgment  be  furnished  

to the D.M. 

13.                                     Given under my hand and seal of this Court 

on this 9th  day  of September , 2015.  

                                                                    

                                                                     Addl. Dist. & Sessions Judge 

                                                                           Hojai, Sankardev Nagar

  

    .       
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